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Hi there and Thanks for buying my ebook.
This method involves answering questions in a website called
http://studentoffortune.com
First things first, register an account there, you can update your profile
details, but it’s not necessary. Adding a nice profile picture will add to your
reputation. Don’t go for chicks when choosing a profile, this is a student
website, not Facebook, so a geek will do wonders than a blonde.
Now choose “Search Recent Questions” from the left menu.

Here you will have the list of recent questions to be answered. You can start
off answering the low value questions in the range of $0.25 to $5.00 to get a
grip of the site and then move on to the higher ones. Always try to answer
the newly posted unanswered questions, you can choose it from the menu
above the list of questions.

If for example if you choose the $50 Unanswered question “POS 410 Team
Assignment”

Download the attachments the member has provided and Choose the
“Submit Tutorial” button.
Read the attached documents or the Questions carefully and search for them
in google, if you can find an answer to the question, its well and good. You
can post that answer to the question.
Else even if you are not able to find an answer, you can always give out
relevant tutorials or help files which will help the member to solve the question
by himself/herself.

This is entirely accepted by the terms and conditions of the website, as
they tell you to not entirely give out the answers to the questions but to
help them find the Answer by themselves. That’s the site’s “Academic
Honesty Policy” and you should abide by that. Having said that, there
are a lot of members who post junk answers and get away with it.
Please don’t scam the members by giving irrelevant junk answers, which will
be total fraud. Instead help them to find answers by giving them the required
help files and documents.
For example:

If you want a solution for SR 218F from phoenix college, do a search and give
them the lecture notes, assignment solutions and other course material which
will help them to find the answer on their own.
Your search query in google should look like:
filetype:pdf “SR218F phoenix”

Your search query in google should look like:
filetype:pdf “SR218F phoenix”

Try different combinations, there are millions of college websites out there
which have almost all solutions to school and college assignments.

Preview of Submit Tutorial Screen:

Now, for us to get paid, the member who has asked the Question should buy
our answer amidst all the answers submitted by other members of the
website. You can always reduce the bid and submit or you can keep the max
price the buyer is willing to pay, it doesn’t really matter in this site.
The buyer has an option to preview 20% of our answer. So it is always
advisable to give out the answer as an attachment.
The problem with giving out the attachments as a Word or WordPad file is
that, the buyer can still deduct the answer using the preview. They usually
run the preview text in plagiarism tester and will not buy if it is copied
content from the internet.

See the screenshot below for the preview of word files:

So here comes a twist, give out your attachments as image files or pdf files
as the preview can only be a thumbnail and the buyer cannot detect the
words in your answers.

A preview of pdf attachments is given below:

Once your answer is live, then just wait for the buyer to show up. If they ask
you any questions about your answer through instant messages, just ask
them to buy your answer, don’t give out any details about the answer you
have posted.

Creating a Profile with Reputation:

For higher rated questions, the buyers always choose answers from members
who have a rating of A+ or B+. Now you start off with a “No Rating”
reputation and need to get a rating to make these members buy your high
valued answers.
You can do that by the following method:
1. Create a Duplicate Account (Acct B) and ask a simple math question
valued at $0.25.
2. Now answer the question from your first account (Acct A) for which you
want to build reputation.
3. Buy the answer from Acct A and give a positive A rating.
Adding Funds:
You should have some funds in your Acct B before you can ask a question.
You can add funds into your account in two ways:
1. Add some dollars using your PayPal balance
2. Answer a simple question from Acct B and accumulate some cash.

Payments:
Once you have accumulated some dollars in your account, you can withdraw
it to your PayPal account. Don’t worry; you can always change your email
address in your profile and route it to different PayPal addresses if you want.

Bonus Section:

Creating PDF Files for FREE:
You can get a free PDF creator from PDF995.
http://www.pdf995.com/download.html
Download both the Free Converter and PDF995 printer driver.
Once you have installed PDF995, you can print your word and WordPad
files directly to your PDF995 printer and create pdf files.

Searching Lecture notes, Course materials:
Google is you best bet, Just in case you need to search for course materials,
there is something called as the Open Course Ware or OCW. Almost all
major universities have it in their websites. OCW contain lecture notes,
study notes, completed assignments, project papers, white papers, research
papers, complete course materials etc. They are the Open source of Course
materials for colleges and universities. OCW is a reference library for
students to compare notes and learn stuff by themselves. The materials there
are mostly pdf’s and powerpoints which we can use directly as our answers,
but please make sure you change the file names before submitting. The
major OCW site which came first and which I used and still use at times
is MIT
http://ocw.mit.edu
There are also separate search engines just to search these materials.
http://www.ocwsearch.com/
You can get the list of OCW websites of major universities from wiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenCourseWare
So there you go, your source to find answers (or answers which are close to
the question) the easy way.
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$567.21 a DAY CPA METHOD
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Thanks for purchasing my $567.21 a DAY CPA METHOD and I should say
this method really works.
I am sure that after reading my report you will be making at least $500 a
day spending only 2-3 hours of your time.
Yes my method works for only those who take action and not sitting
around and waiting for money to roll in.
If you are ready – let´s get started.

What is CPA Marketing?
CPA is an acronym for cost-per-action and represents an online
advertising payment model in which payment are based only on
qualifying
actions such as sales, registrations, leads, downloads, form
submissions.
This is quite an important section so please pay attention. This is
where
people tend to get confused and ask a lot of questions.
CPA Affiliate Marketing companies are those huge millionaire
marketing
companies which you guys are going to join. These companies act as
the
middle man and in turn pay you to generate leads for their clients.
There are lots of CPA affiliate marketing companies and personally I
am a
member of several networks just in case one day I wake up and find
myself banned for no apparent reason.
So it is best you spread your wings and join right now. Here is the one
I
highly recommend:
www.coprosper.com
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How to Get Accepted Into CPA Networks?
If you have your own website it will help you to make money from
CPAs.
Set up a cool domain and order a web hosting and of course get
yourself a
real business email associated with your domain.
It should look like this one: admin@yourwebsite.com
Usually you will get approved very quickly, but sometimes you will be
called upon registration.
For instance you will get automatically accepted to www.cpalead.com

You can click GET STARTED NOW and complete the sign-up process.
But if you apply for example for www.coprosper.com be ready that the
reviewer will ask you these two questions:
- How do you promote offers?
- What type of offers are you interested in?
You can write something like:
Dear Affiliate Manager,
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I have been marketing with cpa for years and I have my own website. I
use PPC marketing and free forum postings to drive traffic to my website
where I place your offers. I use lots of other traffic sources and usually all
offers are converting well with them…
More often it is enough to get accepted with any cpa networks.
If you use other whitehat methods mention them as well to get more
chances to get accepted.

How to choose your first cpa offer right
There is a great deal of CPA offers you can choose. I would
recommend
selecting LEAD cpa offers. It means the visitor needs to fill in his email
address and/or name and you will get your commission.
Payouts are normally much higher for longer forms.

This a typical dating offer, where you can make $3.15 if the visitor fills
in
some information.
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You cannot incentivize traffic here, but I would recommend selecting
offers
where you can incentivize traffic, which means sometimes offering a
new
bonus or a gift in order for people to fill in your offer.
Please check the rules before promoting your offer.
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Let´s assume you send 1000 visitors to your freebie offer and the
landing
page converts at 15% of your traffic, which means 150 visitors and the
offer is a simple email submit or a simple survey that pays you $1,10
per
lead, so you can easy make $165 immediately.
I would recommend selecting offers which are really popular at the
moment like thos one. The offer can be incentivized, so you can
promote
it using such great methods of promotion: social media marketing,
newsletter, email promos etc.
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One of my best-working methods is to go to google.com and search
which
forums and discussion boards are popular on the topic.
It seems to be that IRON MAN theme is very hot at the moment and
many
people are willing to know more and more about this popular movie.
I´ve just found a great forum here:
http://www.advancediron.org/forums
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Try to find out which threads are really hot at the moment and start a
discussion.
For instance this one has 10711 and I am always try to find such hot
topics and start a similar thread.

You can add your signature to your first and next posts, so people will
be
forwarded to the landing page with your cpa offer and if they are
interested they will sign up and you get your commissions.
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Method #2 (Buzz Method)
You can create a CPA Poll Page where you can ask people to take part
in
the poll to find out what they think.
This method works extremely well, because people like to take part in
polls and say theit opinion.
First we need to go to www.buzz.yahoo.com and find out what is hot
at
the moment.
I found that “Lady Gaga Confirms She Was to Open for Michael
Jackson” is
hot at the moment.

Many people are interested in this hot topic and we can make lots of
buzz
to rake in our commissions as well.
You can start making frist steps.
Create your first blog post on a free server like www.blogger.com and
upload some videos of Lady Gaga and write some posts about Lady
Gaga.
Your next step is to place a content unlocker from cpalead.com on
your
page, so people can take part in the survey to watch the video.
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I often use this method by promotin free materials or hot news and
videos.

So the main question here is how to drive traffic to your cpalead.com
offer?!
The answer is simple: “Go to the place where people are discussing
Lady
Gaga´s clothes, music, style etc.”
I have never known there are so many forums about Lady Gaga like
this
one:
http://www.buzzjack.com/forums/Lady-GaGa-Forum-f154.html
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So you can start your Hot THREAD with the thread headline “Lady
Gaga
Confirms She Was to Open for Michael Jackson” with the signature
linked
with your cpa offer and you will be amazed how many people will take
part in the survey to see HOT news about Lady Gaga.
Method #3
Many people like to download FREE materials or FREE videos, scripts,
software etc.
There are also lots of people that like to have FREE iPod Tunes as well.
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There are lots of keyword combinations for the keyword: free ipod
codes,
free itunes, free itunes download etc.
For some keywords there are not so many competition and it will be
much
easier to rank on the first page in Google.
We can create another blog on www.blogger.com and fill it with posts,
but
include some keywords that will help people to find our blog much
faster
and entice them to fill the cpa offer.
You can use this concept with other “FREE” keywords.
FREE MOVIE DOWNLOADS
FREE ADWORDS COUPONS
FREE DVD MOVIES
The market here is huge and as I said people like FREE STUFF.
I searched some time ago for FREE ADWORDS COUPONS and had to
fill in
the form to get it. It means if it works with me – it would also work for
sure with other people.

Method #4
I guess you watched “Twilight”. This movie gained worldwide millions
of
fans. It was really a huge success and sparked a whole range of
merchandise everything from Twilight birthday cake toppings to
Twilight tshirts.
The movie was a HOT TREND and there are millions of teen girls
logging
on searching for anything related to Twilight and in particular Edward
Cullen.
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98,300,000 backlinks for twilight!

The savvy super affiliates always use this time to rake in good money
and
explode their CPA earnings using the simple method that I am going to
show you right now.
Our first step is to identify a hot trend and compile a massive list of
hidden cheap keywords related to this HOT EVENT.
Understand the demographic makeup of the traffic attracted to our
event
and select a CPA Offer suited to this demographic that offers some
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rewards and is easy to fill in.
We can then offer a poll and creat attention using PPC, moreover we
will
buy cheap traffic and optimize our campaign.
Next day we will repeat our steps to rake in more cpa cash.
Let´s get our keyword list together.

I always use http://freekeywords.wordtracker.com to gather hot
keywords
for every event. It will help you to grow your list into hundreds.
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*** HOW TO CHOOSE A HOT (TREND) CPA OFFER ***
You need to choose a hot cpa offer very carefully this time.
Age, interests, gender, country of origin and so on all matter when it
comes to matching the right kind of offer with the right person. If you
get
this wrong your conversion rates will bomb
A 40 year old woman, for example, searching for the latest diet fad
(Acai
Berry comes to mind) will be enticed by a weight related offer rather
than
the chance to win a free TV! The free TV will appeal to a gamer looking
for
reviews of the latest Xbox release.
Everybody likes to get free stuff but the more the free gift matches the
profile of your visitor the more success you will have with conversions.
This method worls a bit differently as a FORUM METHOD. Here you
need
to understand what people need most.
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Now let´s take a closer look at what is popular right now.
Sex and The City 2 is a hot trend right now.
Let´s go to www.quantcast.com and type sexandthecitymovie.com
because this website has around 35,000.00 visitors a month and we
can
understand thus the demographic of our visitors.

Quantcast has shown that the SEX and THE CITY 2 is really hot at the
moment, but of course to choose a right traffic we need more
information.
We have also some statistical data to work with.
63% of the traffic is FEMALE TRAFFIC and 40% of the traffic is aged
between 18-34 years.
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So we have all information to start profitable cpa campaigns and rake
in
good cpa cash.
Searching through some CPA Networks I have chosen maxbounty cpa
offers.
The CPA offer looks like it will work well perfectly with all kinds of HOT
MOVIES related traffic.
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The user can choose which movie likes him best and receive $100 gift
card.

The offer pays $1.15 per lead, so it is a quite good sum of money.
It has a one field to fill in and has a good call-to-action button, so we
can
work with this offer.
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Now it´s high time we created a landing page that converts and of
course
we need to start our campaign when the major traffic comes in. It
happens just before or just after the movie release.
What you have to do is to create a topical poll – something that
requires a
clicking action.
Your page is going to ask a relevant question. Something like:
WHO IS THE SEXIEST – MIRANDA or CHARLOTTE?
IRON MAN 2 or SEX & THE CITY 2
After the visitor takes part in the poll he or she will be redirected to
your
page with a PRIZE (maxbounty cpa offer)

Every time you have a new offer to promote you can change your
landing
page and rake in good cpa cash.
But the landing page needs to have some similar elements. You need
to
make people vote for their favourite movies or favourite actors etc.
and
people should always have two choices.

“IRON MAN 2” or “SEX AND THE CITY 2”
CLICK ON THE PICTURE TO VOTE
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When you create your landing page or change some elements of the
page
to get it ready for a new wave of traffic – keep in mind your target
audience.
Ask yourself what you need to do people take action and submit their
emails. Just try find out what excites people.
Create a good design with appeal to them.

KEY ELEMENTS
- TOPIC TO VOTE (people can even choose between two topics and
say if they like this or that film) Fans always like to leave their votes
and tell their opinion about the film.
- You can even help fans to identify themselves with the actor. Many
fans like ROBERT DOWNEY Jr. and of course females like SARAH
JESSICA PARKER in the “SEX & The City 2” Just place a photo of an
actor in the center of the page to evoke an emotional response
- Place a very clear visual stimulus on the page, so the visitor can see
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clearly YES and NO buttons or/and IMAGES. Eyes of the visitor
should see very clearly these points of action. Visual stimulus helps
to increase conversion rate.
- You can even include some text/information about movie(s) This
information will help you to increase your relevance in Google and if
you are the first to promote it before the release of the movie – it
will send your CPC through the roof, but it must be readable and do
not hide other elements of the page.

You can be creative as you like with your landing page, but do not
forget
to add KEY ELEMENTS: arrows, call-to-action button, email submit,
offering a gift card etc.

THE VISITOR HAS TO CHOOSE BETWEEN MOVIES, CHARACTERS etc.
and
of course VOTE for a FAVOURITE MOVIE OR A CHARACTER etc.
Another good advice is to add rate from 1 to 10 option as a call to
action.
Each number on the scale will lead to your cpa offer.

Here´s an example of a popular cartoons (june 2010) and the page
has a
very good design and some of key elements.
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Just experiment with different variations for different audiences, do
split
tests and always aim to maximize your conversions. It happens that
you
are the only advertiser before the movie is being released to offer such
a
great landing page with a poll inside.
Yes you can´t be the only one who offers a cpa offer page, but this is
a
trick – your landing page is the key to success!
PPC Campaign
After you have created your landing page, chosen your keywords and
a
cpa offer – your next step is to write relevant ads and receive an
insane
amount of traffic to your landing page.
Toy Story 3 sucks?/Read before watching
Before You Watch Toy Story 3
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Make Sure Read This First!
We have here a killer headline which grabs attention of people and
makes
them click on your ad.
The headline must be catchy and have some main keywords in it.
The description of your ad must be a no brainer, something incredible.

MASSIVE TRAFFIC
You can even create two campaigns in AdWords. I always do that to
see
the relevance of each campaign.
I run my first campaign under CONTENT NETWORK and the second
one
under SEARCH NETWORK.
Google´s Content Network is a Goldmine for such CPA offers. You can
receive many cheap clicks and increase your cpa leads conversions.
Your
ad will show on sites that are relevant to your ads.
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You can receive thus a highly qualified traffic on some of the hottest
sites
for your event and paying no more than a few cents per click.
Final Words
All methods described in this guide are all working and you have a
very
good opportunity to use them to rake in more and more cpa cash.
Just be creative and always search for hot events: reality TV shows,
celebrity deaths, sport events (Football World Championship) etc. The
list
here is endless.
Just imagine you were the first to put the video of Tom Cruise and
Kathy
Holmes Wedding

So you can start right now driving traffic to your CPA hot offers.
Remember that not every campaign will be a success, you have to test
your campaigns first and of course only then you can see which
campaign
brings you more traffic.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------I hope you enjoyed reading my ebook and now can get to work!
Believe me if you start using my methods you can generate good
commissions very quickly.
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Just think how many people are looking for HOT OFFERS and you can
realize the potential of CPA market.
I have included here different methods of driving traffic to your CPA
offers
and I am sure you are able to make good money, but remember all
this
requires a bit of action.
Try to find a good niche first and then a good CPA offer related to that
niche and then ATTACK interested people, but do not make it
aggressive.
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Requirements:
– A PayPal account with some money in it. (Doesn’t madder if it’s Verified)
– E-Bay Account (logic)
Now, let's start!
We're going to be aiming at sellers that own a company, because the method work
better on this.
So, what the method does involve?
Only 3 steps!

Step One: You buy the item with your money, normally.

Step Two: After a long time (1-2 weeks this depends of the distance), you contact
the seller, and you tell him that you didn't receive the package.

Step Three: Money is back! The seller gave you the refund!

This seems simple, isn't it? You're right! I'll tell you with more details now.
But, you're going to tell me, if he don't want to refund you ? This is why we're
aiming companies!
They don't care about 1 or 2 purchase; they care about the feedback and their
reputation. So, for it, they will refund you and you going to tell your friends that
the company is great, and on eBay you're going to rate it 5 stars etc. This is what
they care about, and what they want.

Picture of my last refund:

Now, I'll tell you with all the details that I can give you.
First, find what you want to buy on eBay, you must have the money on your
PayPal account already, now let's buy it (Don’t forget to choose a big company ! )
Secondly, wait, the time is what that pay here, and it's important, the more you're
waiting, the more you will get the chance to get your money back! (Don’t wait
more than 5 weeks...)
Now, you have your item, but not your money, and it's been a long time now
(around 3 weeks that you're waiting), let's contact the companies!
Tell them that you didn't receive the package, like this:

« Hey,
I've bought a <your item here> from you, and I didn't receive it, I think this is not
your fault, you seems like a great company to me, I've already tell some friends
that I've bought a <your item name here again> from you, I didn't tell them that I
haven't receive it, I don't want to make negative feedbacks, so, I'm here to tell you
that I haven't receive it and if you can tell me how we're going to deal with that. It's
been around 3 weeks that I'm waiting now, first of, I've think of a long trajet and
now I'm becoming impatient.
Regards,
<Your name here> »

For my message, this was this:
« Hey ya, wassup? I can’t wait to feedback you positively, but if haven't earn my
item yet... Was there maybe any problem on the transportation? I couldn’t wait for
it...! I ordered something at the same day, and the other item came the previews
week...! If something is wrong, please inform me as soon as possible...! If not,
inform me about what you think it is..!
Regards,
<My name> »

And that's what they answered me back:
« Dear buyer,
A greeting! This is from Customer Service Team. We're sorry to be informed that
you did not get your order yet and apologies for the inconvenience caused to you.
Wish you could kindly understand. We've just checked your order and found it has
been dispatched to you on 26th, July, with the tracking number RA646989199CN
by China post airmail. Meanwhile, we here found some delivery information for
your ref. as below: Aug 11, 2012 10:48:00 AM Status: Arrival at inward office of
exchange, Location: GRATHA ********AMU
Aug 5, 2012 10:04:00 AM Status: Departure from outward office of exchange,
Location: BEIJING
Jul 30, 2012 10:30:00 AM Status: Posting, Location: F
UJIAN
It will be highly appreciated if you could check this package in your local post and
kindly wait for more a few days. If you still cannot get it within the following 1
week, please just contact us. We’ll dispatch to you, or a full refund can be issued if
you prefer to. Thanks for your understanding and support. For more questions, just
feel free to contact us. Have a nice day.
Regards,
Customer service team »

So, you have to wait 1 more week, and after the week, you will contact them again
and you're going to tell them that you didn't receive it yet. Try to get the item's
tracking number! After you get it, take your package. (You could also take it
earlier too) Their answer will probably be like this:

« Dear buyer,
A greeting! This is from Customer Service Team. Many thanks for your
understanding and support. If you still cannot get it, just tell us, we'll dispatch or
we will give you a full refund. Have a nice day.
Regards,
Customer service team »

And tell them that you want a refund (or a redispatch if you want another one item,
and redo the method, you're going to have to use your Social-Engineering skills).
For my part, I told them that I couldn't wait more weeks, so I asked for a full
refund.

